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An FFS engineer walks through the Al-Khatoniya neighborhood in West 
Mosul. To date, over 10,000 houses have been rehabiltated in West 
Mosul.
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FFS completed the rehabilitation of the Ba’aj General Hospital in Western 
Ninewa. Before ISIL, built in the mid-seventies, the hospital had 50 beds 
and several departments servicing over 30,000 people. However, it was 
left damaged by ISIL forcing residents to travel over 150 kilometres to 
reach the nearest hospital. Currently, the hospital serves over 30,000 
residents. It is expected to reduce preventable deaths, as patients will 
no longer need to travel far to receive care.

Photo: UNDP Iraq
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Following the ratification of the election results 
at the end of December 2021, the newly elected 
Parliament met for the first time in the Green Zone 
on 9 January 2022 to elect the parliament speaker 
and two deputies. However, the next step in the 
process, the election of a President, continued to 
be in abeyance as the necessary parliamentary 
quorum has not been reached. Once the President 
is elected, he or she will then charge the nominee 
of the largest parliamentary bloc with the formation 
of a council of ministers, to be endorsed by the 
Parliament. In mid-June 2022, 73 Members of 
Parliament from Muqtada al-Sadr’s bloc resigned, 
and 73 new members were sworn in by the 
Council of Representatives ten days later. The 
stagnant government formation process following 
Iraq’s largely peaceful elections last October is 
stalling urgently needed reforms, such as the 
implementation of the White Paper for Economic 
Reform and creating a dangerous political and 
security vacuum that could be exploited by ISIL1.

According to the June 2022 World Bank update2, 
the Iraqi economy is gradually recovering from 
the oil and COVID-19 shocks of 2020. Real Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) is estimated to have edged 
up by 1.3 percent in 2021, after a sharp contraction 
of 11.3 percent in 2020. Both oil and non-oil growths 
are on track to reach their pre-pandemic levels, 
as oil production increases and the easing of 
COVID-19 restrictions restore domestic economic 
activity. Government revenues surged by 73 
percent (y/y) in 2021, spurred by higher oil prices 
which averaged at US$ 83.3/barrel in 2021 (78 
percent increase y/y). These budgetary gains were 
in part boosted by the currency devaluation and 
measures to mobilize non-oil domestic revenues 
mainly from customs. While recurrent expenditures 
(including the wage bill) remained at 29 percent 
of GDP, improved oil receipts turned the overall 
fiscal balance to a surplus of 5.3 percent of GDP 

1  https://www.un.org/press/en/2022/sc14804.doc.html.
2 World Bank, “Iraq Overview”, 1 June 2022. https://www.worldbank.org/en/country/iraq/overview.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 IOM, “Iraq DTM Master List Report 126”, April-June 2022.

in 20213. And, while Iraq’s economic conditions 
are gradually improving as international markets 
recover, this recovery is fraught with major risks 
posed by structural bottlenecks (i.e., public 
investment management constraints that have 
impacted public service delivery, fragile political 
conditions, a weak health care system, rampant 
corruption, etc.). Iraq’s economic outlook remains 
subject to significant risks. The recent geopolitical 
tensions related to the war in Ukraine highlight 
risks for Iraq’s economy. While any further oil price 
hikes would improve Iraq’s fiscal balance, rising 
food prices and disruption to agriculture imports 
will exacerbate pre existing poverty trends and 
increase food security risks. The conflict also poses 
risks to Iraq’s crude oil production if operations 
of Russian oil companies in Iraq are impacted by 
international sanctions on Russia4.

Terrorist attacks and threats remain a serious 
concern. In response, Iraqi security forces 
continued their counterterrorism operations. The 
security situation in Iraq is likely to remain volatile 
and could be further exacerbated by rising food 
prices as a result of the Russia – Ukraine crisis. 
Since the beginning of April 2022, Iraq has been 
severely affected by unusually frequent dust storms 
grounding flights and hospitalizing thousands of 
people.

According to the latest available data from the 
International Organization for Migration (IOM), 
a total of 10,074 new returnees were recorded 
between April and June 20225. This is higher 
than the number of new returnees recorded in the 
January-March 2022 period (7,482). This increase 
is mainly due to DTM data collection teams being 
able to assess locations in Ninewa governorate 
that had previously been inaccessible. During 
this period, the highest number of newly arrived 
returnees was recorded in Ninewa (4,824), 

1. CONTEXT
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followed by Salah Al-din (2,262), Diyala (1,260), 
and Anbar (1,188). Additionally, between 1 April 
and 30 June 2022, DTM identified a total of 
1,177,234 IDPs (202,206 households), dispersed 
across 18 governorates, 105 districts, and 2,792 
locations. This represents an overall net decrease 
of 7,584 IDP individuals since the January-March 
2022 period. This is mainly attributed to the 
improvements in living conditions in some areas of 
return, in addition to the lack of jobs in the areas 
of displacement. Regarding IDPs’ area of origin, 
consistent with the previous round, 56 percent of 
the current caseload of IDPs come from Ninewa 
governorate (660,914), especially from the districts 
of Mosul (242,697), Sinjar (183,274), and Al-Ba’aj 
(183,274). The next highest shares of IDPs come 
from the governorates of Salah al-Din (135,151; 11 
percent of the total caseload), Anbar (131,677; 11 
percent), Kirkuk (75,892; 6 percent), and Diyala 
(73,161; 6 percent). Among the reasons why most 
of the Iraq’s remaining 1,777,234 million IDPs do not 
want to return are i) lack of housing (59 percent), ii) 
lack of livelihood opportunities (54 percent) and iii) 
insufficient safety and security (46 percent)6.

While the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are 
gradually defusing across the globe, long-term 
public health and socio-economic challenges 

6 IOM, Iraq DTM, “Integrated Localized Assessment VII”, July 2022.
7 World Health Organization (WHO), COVID-19 Iraq Portal, https://covid19.who.int/region/emro/country/iq.
8 https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Joint%20PR%20%20UNICEF%20-%20MOH_ENG.pdf.
9 World Health Organization (WHO), COVID-19 Iraq Portal, https://covid19.who.int/region/emro/country/iq.

continued during the reporting period. By 30 June, 
a total of 2,345,893 COVID-19 infections, resulting 
in the death of 25,239 people, had been confirmed 
by Iraqi health authorities7. Iraq received over 6 
million vaccination doses through the COVID-19 
Vaccines Global Access (COVAX) Facility in 
2021. While vaccination services have been 
significantly expanded since late 2021, uptake of 
the vaccination has been relatively low. In March 
2022, the Ministry of Health launched a campaign 
to expand the coverage of COVID-19 vaccines and 
routine immunization services, employing over 
1,300 mobile outreach teams across Iraq8. By the 
end of June, a total of 7,609,777 people had been 
fully vaccinated – about 18.9 percent of the Iraqi 
population, while 26.9 percent of the population 
had received at least one dose9.

Despite these challenges, the FFS made steady 
progress in each of the five liberated governorates 
in the second quarter of 2022. The following 
sections detail achievements, challenges and 
lessons learned during the reporting period.

Figure 1. Number of IDPs and Returnees over time

Source: IOM, 2022. 
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HIGHLIGHTS

Data collection for Round 126 took place between 1 April and 30 June 2022. As of 
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For more information, visit iraqdtm.iom.int or contact the team at iraqdtm@iom.int
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The Funding Facility for Stabilization (FFS) supports 
the government of Iraq (GoI) to stabilize areas 
liberated from ISIL. In June 2015, based on the 
commitment of the international community, the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
established the Funding Facility for Immediate 
Stabilization (FFIS) to provide rapid stabilization 
assistance across four areas of work, or “windows”. 
The four windows, identified as critical to facilitate 
the return of IDPs and to restore trust between the 
government and the people, are (1) public works 
and light infrastructure rehabilitation; (2) livelihoods; 
(3) capacity support to local governments; and (4) 
social cohesion.

The assumption was that, while the FFIS engaged 
in immediate stabilization projects, the GoI 
would respond to long-term stabilization needs. 
This sequencing did not materialize due to a 
combination of factors, including the limited 
availability of public revenue following the drastic 
drop in oil prices on which the state remains 
heavily dependent. Therefore, a second channel, 
the Funding Facility for Expanded Stabilization 
(FFES) was established in April 2016 to meet the 
“expanded” stabilization needs through medium 
and large-scale infrastructure projects. Together, 
the FFIS and the FFES comprise the FFS, sharing 
the same management, implementation processes 
and oversight mechanisms. These two channels 
allow contributing countries to support different 
phases of the stabilization process and help 
sequence interventions.

Data collection and analysis guide the FFS project 
prioritization process along with a solid partnership 
with local stakeholders. UNDP’s needs assessments 
are undertaken in partnership with local authorities 
and support the identification of the most urgent 
stabilization needs. Projects are then developed by 
governorate and local authorities, demonstrating 
the GoI’s leadership in the stabilization process 
in the areas liberated from ISIL. The Provincial 
Control Cells (PCC) exercise genuine power in 

the governorates of Anbar, Diyala and Salah al-
Din, where their endorsement is necessary for any 
given stabilization activity to proceed. In Kirkuk, 
the same role is taken by a general Provincial 
Reconstruction Committee (PRC). In Ninewa, the 
priorities are established by the line directorates 
and shared with the governor’s office and UNDP. 
The governor appoints Oversight Committees 
which, together with third-party monitors, supervise 
projects on the field. UNDP meets regularly with 
the Ninewa Governor’s office and works closely 
with the line directorates for technical matters. The 
PCCs (and its equivalents in Kirkuk and Ninewa) 
bring together all the line directorates of the GoI 
and the Governors to coordinate and determine 
which projects are requested for external support. 
UNDP receives requests from the PCCs to 
determine which projects will be actioned by the 
FFS in consultation with local stakeholders.

The Steering Committee has mandated the FFS to 
operate in 31 priority areas across the five liberated 
governorates of Iraq, namely Anbar, Diyala, Kirkuk, 
Ninewa and Salah al-Din. In 2018, the FFS defined 
five additional priority areas, namely Baiji- Hatra, 
broader Hawija, Mosul, western Anbar and western 
Ninewa. These priority areas continue to have 
the direst need of stabilization funding support. 
Many of them were under prolonged periods of 
occupation by ISIL until 2017, meaning that the FFS 
could start working there only in 2018. Despite 
earlier liberation, sectarian and ethnic tensions and 
security-related challenges have prevented steady 
returns of IDPs in other priority areas. Once such 
challenges dissipate and return movements begin, 
the FFS immediately responds to the emerging 
stabilization needs.

The COVID-19 pandemic continues to pose 
unprecedented challenges due to the immediate 
health consequences and the medium-term socio-
economic effects. Beyond, the operational and 
strategic adaptations that have characterized 
the FFS in this context, UNDP also developed a 

2. THE FUNDING FACILITY FOR STABILIZATION
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Figure 2. The FFS Approach

COVID-19 response package in coordination with 
the World Health Organization (WHO)10, the Ministry 
of Health (MoH) and local authorities, to assist the 
GoI to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic over 
the short and medium term by strengthening 
the readiness, response systems and recovery 
strategies of national authorities. UNDP is 
implementing this integrated COVID-19 response 
project by leveraging FFS’ “tried-and-tested” 
modalities in 17 governorates. It is implemented 
by UNDP in parallel with the FFS initiatives and is 
therefore reported to donors separately11.

In November 2020, a three-year extension of the 
FFS was endorsed by the GoI and international 
partners, with a request for an additional US$660 
million to cover the remaining priority needs in 
the mandated governorates liberated from ISIL, 
namely Anbar, Diyala, Kirkuk, Ninewa, and Salah 
al-Din.

The extended mandate includes:
• A focus on areas that have experienced 
difficulties in returns. 
• Rehabilitation of infrastructure that supports 
productive sectors such as agriculture and 
small and medium- size enterprises (SMEs). 

10 The WHO Iraq Country Strategic Preparedness and Response Plan against COVID-19 supports the GoI’s response and guides all UN initiatives in 
Iraq in relation to health and preparedness needs.

11 For more information on UNDP Iraq’s COVID-19 response, please refer to the dedicated progress report available at https://www. iq.org/content/
iraq/en/home/coronavirus.html.

• Sustainable livelihood activities that 
promote employment opportunities. 
• Strengthened mainstreaming of human 
rights principles, environmental sustainability, 
conflict sensitivity and gender in all sectors of 
work. 
• A clear exit strategy in its final year 2023, 
handing over ownership of the implementation 
of immediate and medium-term stabilization 
activities to the GoI.

Implemented through the FFS, over 95 percent of 
the work is contracted through the local private 
sector, thus reducing costs, supporting local 
economies, and creating income-generating 
opportunities. Engineering teams comprised of 
male and female professional engineers oversee 
the implementation of infrastructure works. They 
supervise works, maintain quality control, and 
ensure that safety and health protocols are followed, 
including COVID-19 safety guidelines. In addition, 
the FFS Municipal Stabilization Advisors and Area 
Coordinators maintained close monitoring of the 
situation on the ground.

The FFS is an agile instrument that can easily be 
adapted to respond to rapidly emerging needs. 
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However, in the absence of adequate funding and 
increasing ownership from the GoI, the gains made 
by the FFS and partners could potentially be lost due 
to instability, frustration, and disillusionment. Since 
its inception in 2015, the FFS has mobilized US$ 

12 US$ 1,475,359,624.36

1.48 billion12 from 30 donors. Should the funding 
situation allow, undertaking additional activities 
in target areas across all four FFS windows will 
be critical for the Programme to support residual 
priority stabilization needs.

Imad Hassan Ali, a senior engineer working on equipment 
maintenance at the Directorate of Highest Euphrates Electricity 
Distribution. Most of the equipment at the directorate was 
stolen by ISIL. FFS provided specialized testing devices and 
maintenance tools to support the directorate to effectively 
resume its full functions. Today, the equipment allows the 
dırectorate to maıntaın all the publıc electrical facilities across 
western Anbar.

Photo: UNDP Iraq
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Since 2015 and following the liberation of Iraq 
from ISIL occupation, the Member States of the 
Global Coalition to Defeat ISIL and UNDP have 
been leading civilian stabilization efforts using the 
FFS as the primary vehicle to create the necessary 
conditions for IDPs to return and rebuild their lives in 
dignity and peace. Throughout the years, the FFS’ 
integrated approach has been paving the way for 
an inclusive and sustainable post-conflict recovery 
in Iraq; by combining significant infrastructure 
rehabilitation efforts across key sectors, such as 
education, electricity, health, housing, municipal 
services, roads and bridges networks, sewage, 
water, with immediate and medium-term socio-
economic interventions to support livelihoods, 
local government capacity support as well as social 
cohesion and peacebuilding initiatives.

Between 1 April and 30 June 2022, the FFS 
completed 126 projects (3,278 since 2015) across 
all sectors of intervention and in the five liberated 
governorates of Anbar, Diyala, Kirkuk, Ninewa and 
Salah al-Din (figure 3)13 for a total value of US$ 27.9 
million (US$ 879.5 million since 2015), generating 
over 1 million benefits (25.5 million since 2015), 
half of them for women (figures 4 and 5)14. This 
represents an estimated 8.13 million individual 
beneficiaries since 201515. By the same time period, 
291 projects were under implementation, 181 under 
procurement and 2,068 in the pipeline.
 
Overall, progress results (figure 6) show that 
the FFS is on track despite the contextual and 
operational challenges that have characterized this 
second quarter of 2022. Overall, results also show 
that the level of ambition remains still relatively 
“conservative” despite recent adjustments in the 
results-based framework, partly due to resource 
mobilization challenges. Still, the FFS has provided 
a total of 2,899 capacity building opportunities for 

13 Social cohesion projects that cut across several governorates are marked as such and reported under “multi-locations”.
14  An individual may receive multiple benefits from project interventions in various sectors in a given location. A benefit from a sectoral intervention 

is considered to have accrued to an individual on completion of the project. Benefits from different sectoral interventions are considered mutually 
exclusive and hence accrued. For this reporting exercise, benefits reported are those generated by completed projects for infrastructure, 
livelihoods, and capacity building, as well as completed and ongoing projects for social cohesion.

15 A miscalculation was made in the previous (quarter one) progress report. The number of individual beneficiaries in quarter one 2022 is estimated at 
8.06 million.

government officials and employees by the end 
of the second quarter of 2022. This represents 
a three-time increase since the previous quarter 
(977), and almost the double of the 2022 set target 
(1,500). This demonstrates the FFS’ ambition to 
strengthen government capacities to take over the 
stabilization agenda.

The second quarter of 2022 was marked by 
key achievements that continued to support 
the restoration of essential services, livelihood 
opportunities and social cohesion for entire 
communities across the liberated governorates. 
In Anbar, the full rehabilitation of the external 
consultancy clinic for women and children in 
Ramadi Teaching Hospital has been completed 
(with furniture provided by the end user) and will 
benefit around 550,000 individuals. This is one 
of the most important projects completed by the 
FFS in the city of Ramadi. The clinic will provide 
full medical services to cases which do not require 
urgent and major treatment. This will also allow 
the hospital to start transferring patients to this 
rehabilitated clinic when necessary and therefore 
increase its attention to cases that require more 
advanced medical care.

The FFS continued to revitalize agriculture in 
Hawija in Kirkuk, as the main source of living for 
citizens in the area through the rehabilitation of 
ten agriculture projects, namely three strategic 
warehouses for the Department of Agriculture, 
the Hawija Agriculture Laboratory, the Hawija 
Agriculture Storage Management Building, the 
Forestry Building, the R1 river regulator to provide 
farmers with irrigation water, the provision of seed 
cleaning and corn mazing equipment that will 
help farmers to resume farming of grains. With the 
seven ongoing agriculture projects, this package 
of 17 projects will allow the estimated 40,000 

3. PROGRESS UPDATE
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farmers in Hawija to have access to irrigation water 
to cultivate their lands and irrigate their crops, and 
easily sell and store their wheat, barley, and yellow 
corn products.

The FFS also rehabilitated the Hawija Technical 
Institute Complex (scientific department, male 
student dormitory building, maintenance building, 
water treatment plant) now allowing some 1,800 
students to return to lecture halls. This complements 
the total of 70 schools rehabilitated by the FFS in 
the area bringing back more than 17,000 students 
to school.

In Ninewa, the refurbishment of eight police 
directorates, 22 police stations, five national 
security buildings and three courts has seen the 
return of the police to the area, and the removal of 
the army.  This has had a large impact on bringing 
back normalcy to the area. In Mosul, the recent 
completion of 518 houses is one step closer to 
the FFS’ goals of rehabilitating more than 11,000 
houses across the city, allowing tens of thousands 
of Moslawis to return home after the destruction 
caused by ISIL. In addition, the provision of 
equipment to 18 PHCCs in the city has allowed 
these health centers to operate normally and 
allowed some 600 doctors and nurses to do their 
job, providing first-responder aid and taking the 
pressure of the few available hospitals.

In Salah al-Din, the rehabilitation of the central 
water treatment plant in Tikrit has been completed, 
which included multiple civil, mechanical, and 
electrical works. The plant suffered from several 
malfunctions which affected its productivity in terms 
of quantity and quality of water. As the biggest 
plant in the center of Tikrit, it now produces 3,250 
m3/h and serves approximately 300,000 people. 
In Shirqat, the FFS rehabilitated and supplied 
furniture to 60 schools, with another seven schools 
under implementation. The rehabilitated schools 
widely allow students in Shirqat to pursue their 
education. The FFS also rehabilitated the College 
of Engineering in Shirqat, including the Dean’s 
building, classrooms, the student cafeteria, two 
workshops, and the external walls.  With this, 300 
students are back to the Engineering College to 

16 US$ 1,475,359,624.36.

continue their studies. UNDP also continued to 
promote social cohesion, inclusion, peacebuilding 
and resilience against PVE through horizontal and 
vertical means, which will facilitate sustainable 
stabilization from all angles.

UNDP has improved the enabling environment 
to strengthen its relationship with community-
level peace mechanisms and provided platforms 
in which community members, government 
representatives, and members of the security 
sector can have open discussion and be trained 
on social cohesion, mediation, and peacebuilding.

Throughout the years, UNDP has continued to 
work closely with the Government of Iraq (GoI) 
and the international community to stabilize and 
rehabilitate critical infrastructure and restore 
basic services damaged during the conflict. By 
the end of the second quarter of 2022, US$ 1.48 
billion16 were committed to the FFS, leaving the 
FFS funding gap from the initial US$ 1.88 billion at 
approximately US$ 400 million. On 27 April 2022, 
the Stabilization Working Group (SWG) endorsed 
a US$ 200 million ask from the US$ 300 million 
tabled by UNDP to address the most critical 
residual needs during the two remaining years 
of the FFS implementation (2022-2023). As part 
of its Transition Strategy, the main objectives of 
the FFS will be to continue the implementation of 
critical priority projects across sectors, including 
in hard-to-reach locations and populations, and 
supporting the GoI to (i) preserve and protect 
the gains achieved by the FFS and (ii) take over 
remaining stabilization needs. Consultations with 
international partners took place on 20 April 2022 
and 26 June 2022 in Baghdad, kickstarting regular 
bi-monthly meetings to discuss and follow up on 
the implementation of the FFS Transition Strategy.

Organized at the joint invitation of Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, African Cooperation and 
Moroccans Abroad, and US Secretary of State, the 
ministerial meeting of the Global Coalition to Defeat 
ISIL took place in Marrakech on 11 May 2022, with 
the participation of representatives of more than 
80 countries and international organizations, to 
review and coordinate actions taken in terms 
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The vocational training centre (VTC) in Ramadi is one of the most important 
VTCs in Iraq. During the liberation from ISIL, the facility was left severely 
damaged. FFS completed the rehabilitation of the VTC. Today, over 130,000 
Iraqis have used the facility to learn skills in fields such as repairing appliances, 
hairdressing, sanitary works, sewing, mobile maintenance, carpentry, air 
conditioning and refrigeration, aluminium & PVC, typographic design, electrical 
works and car mechanics. 
 
Photo: UNDP Iraq
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of stabilization efforts in areas impacted by 
ISIL. Dialogue between UNDP and the GoI also 
took place and will continue in the foreseeable 
future. By the end of June 2022, the GoI is also 
demonstrating an increasing willingness to take 
over the stabilization agenda, with ongoing internal 
discussions occurring within the government (MoP, 
MoF, ComSec, ONSA, MoMD, REFAATO, and the 
five liberated governorates) on possible ways 
forward following the FFS’ closure in December 
2023.

This second quarter was also marked by challenges 
that continue to characterize the Iraqi context. 
Beyond the health-related risks associated 
with COVID-19, supply disruptions have added 
pressure to the procurement process, thereby 
requiring different and flexible approaches to 
UNDP’s standard workflow. Additionally, bidders 
and contractors have continued to raise concerns 
of increased global market prices for certain 
commodities, equipment, and materials, which 
in some instances have impacted contractual 
implementation timelines. Like previous reporting 
periods, adverse security conditions in some 
areas continued to create difficulties in accessing 
and implementing activities. Delays in obtaining 
access to project sites by checkpoints (sometimes 
denied) and the occupation of military units in 
government buildings17 remains a challenge. Other 
access impediments include the presence of 
landmines and other unexploded ordnance (UXO), 
difficult physical environments, or the obstruction 
of conflict-affected people’s access to services 
and assistance. In addition, improvised explosive 
hazards (EH) continued to be discovered on a 
few project sites presenting threats to personnel, 
requiring clearance prior to commencement of 
work on site.

Changes in the political context and frequent 
turnover of government counterpart officials (e.g., 
dismissal of the Governor of Salah al-Din) and 
the existence of multiple factions fighting over 

17 For example, the selected Public Distribution System storage warehouse in Shergat could not be refurbished as the military refused to vacate, even 
after instructions from Baghdad, due to lack of military infrastructure. Alternative projects had to be nominated instead.

18 UNDP previously rehabilitated schools that have not been furnished yet, due to the low return of people (about 30 percent). A few farmers have 
returned to cultivate their lands, but the majority still seem reluctant to make this move.

19 A strong, multi-layered monitoring mechanism is in place on the ground during the implementation phase to closely supervise contracted work and 
ensure (i) progress against timelines, (ii) quality of work, (iii) adherence to BoQ standards and specifications. The monitoring mechanism includes 
FFS engineers, specialized monitors, government/end-user oversight and third-party in-depth monitoring.

resources and power have generated fears that 
political and tribal tensions might increase, also 
continues to add uncertainty. In Sinjar, the situation 
continues to be particularly concerning, where 
Yazidi families are reluctant to return unless either 
the KDP or the GoI take full control of Sinjar and 
its territories18. Other challenges, including land 
issues or disputes, the lack of a skilled local labor 
force to implement quality projects in a few areas, 
and the long and time-consuming bureaucratic 
procedures within directorates to issue projects, 
have all resulted in programming and timeline 
adjustments over the second quarter of 2022.

UNDP has continued to apply a zero-tolerance policy 
against corruption, fraud, sexual exploitation and 
abuse, harassment, and other types of misconduct. 
Communication to all staff and contractors on how 
to report instances of threats, blackmail and other 
wrongdoings has continued and the response 
mechanisms built into the overall management 
structures for cases of threats towards staff or 
contractors have continued to be proven effective. 
UNDP has also continued to apply multi-layer 
monitoring control during project implementation 
to mitigate risks of corruption or other types of 
misconduct19. By the end of June 2022, one case 
of procurement fraud was substantiated and is 
currently being addressed.

Several lessons learned have been drawn during 
the reporting period and will continue to shape 
the programmatic response of the FFS. With the 
FFS ending in December 2023, project selection 
will focus on completion within this timeframe. This 
means that complex projects such as substations, 
water treatment plants, hospitals and medical 
equipment which require an extensive internal 
quality assurance process, will be avoided. Several 
school buildings requiring full rehabilitation are 
now being funded by the GoI through a Chinese 
loan. This will influence the selection of education 
projects moving forward. Housing remains an 
essential precondition for IDPs to return, and there 
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is high demand in the rehabilitation of destroyed 
houses across governorates and districts. Since 
the GoI is not actively funding housing or providing 
compensation, the FFS will continue to focus on 
this sector, also considering the high number of 
remaining destroyed houses in the liberated areas. 

As part of the FFS Transition Strategy, capacity 
building will continue to be a key focus area to 
support the GoI to take over the stabilization 
agenda. During this reporting period, capacity 
building activities have been accelerated20 and the 
FFS has developed a range of training packages 
which require funding going forward.

Despite the FFS’ efforts in police, justice and 
security sector reform, there continues to be an 
urgent need for the rehabilitation of additional 
police stations and national security offices. This 
work will continue to be critical to allow the police 
to take command enabling the release of military 
forces from the liberated areas.

Agriculture continues to be central to sustain 
livelihoods and food security, particularly in the 
context of a decreasing international production 
of key foodstuff and related rising prices, as well 
as well as adverse climate conditions. Boosting 
the sector through the rehabilitation of critical 
infrastructure assets and the introduction of new 
and sustainable farming and irrigation techniques 
to minimize losses in the food basket will continue 
to be critical. The agriculture sector has been 
identified as one of the key focus areas under the 
livelihood portfolio, as it yields positive spillover 
effects that go beyond direct benefits. By boosting 
productive capacities and sustainable practices 
in this labor-intensive sector, it not only impacts 
direct project beneficiaries, but also contributes to 
a better output (very low compared with other key 
economic sectors) and brings a series of positive 
key socio-economic outcomes, particularly for 
women as they represent the highest share of 
total employment in the sector in Iraq. The FFS 
implemented 23 agriculture projects across the 
liberated areas since its inception, however, these 

20 By the end of the second quarter of 2022, 2,899 capacity building opportunities for government officials and employees have been created. This 
represents a three-time increase since the first quarter of 2022 (977) and almost the double of the 2022 set target (1,500).

21 UNDP Funding Facility for Stabilization, “2022-2023 Priorities: Severity of Conditions and Results of Assessments”, July 2022.
22 Years of destruction due to conflict, as well as alleged mismanagement and neglect, have taken a heavy toll on the country’s power infrastructure. 

Islamic State terrorism inflicted an estimated US$ 7 billion in damage on the already dilapidated electricity infrastructure, causing a cumulative 

do not sufficiently address the food security needs 
and current challenges.

At the operational level, the FFS recognizes the 
need to continue to strengthen the cooperation 
with the end users to better define the required 
scope of work, accelerate the process of awarding 
contracts, and increase the accuracy in the 
preparation of bill of quantities (BoQ) to avoid 
any variation orders during the implementation 
process. 

Finally, in addition to sustaining strong relationships 
with community-based peace mechanisms 
(Local Peace Committees, Community Dialogue 
Committees, Youth Groups, Women’s Groups, and 
community-based organizations) to promote social 
cohesion, the organization and engagement of 
dialogue sessions between different groups and 
community members have provided a platform for 
discussion and have proven to be an effective way 
to engage people on issues pertaining to social 
cohesion, peacebuilding, and the prevention of 
violent extremism (PVE).

Looking ahead and to inform the FFS priorities for 
2022-2023, UNDP has conducted a step-by-step 
exercise to identify and prioritize critical projects 
to respond to the immediate residual needs of 
IDPs and other vulnerable Iraqis in the liberated 
areas21. In Mosul for example, key priorities include 
the provision of solar power to reduce reliance 
on the faltering electrical grid, improving the 
functioning of water treatment plants to deal with 
dropping water levels and droughts, expanding 
the capacity of PHCCs and schools to deal 
with overcrowding, sustainable (medical) waste 
management, strengthening civilian fire and hazard 
response, and training government personnel for 
maintenance, management and operationalization 
of rehabilitated structures and machinery.

The introduction of renewables and solar energy 
is particularly crucial and will continue to be one 
important priority for the FFS in the context of poor 
power generation across the country22. 
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The supply of solar power to operate the deep 
wells to pump the water needed for irrigation of 
seasonal crops by farmers in remote villages in 
Hawija for example, will allow the resumption of 
farming businesses and will contribute to Durable 
Solutions for returned farmers.

For Window 4 on social cohesion, UNDP is 
preparing to hold a final religious leaders 
conference for those from Kirkuk governorate. 

potential and actual loss of a whopping 7GW in generation and transmission capacities. Power outages in Iraq remain a daily occurrence for most 
households, as increasing generating capacity has been outrun by the increasing demand for electricity, spurred by greater cooling needs in the 
peak summer months. Rising demand is widening this gap, with Iraq’s population growing at a rate of over 1 million per year. Where incomes allow, 
local neighborhood generators are used by many households to remedy this issue, but this is a costly stop-gap measure. Constrained budgets 
and damage mean that Iraq is not producing enough electricity to satisfy demand, which is set to double by 2030. See UNDP Funding Facility for 
Stabilization, “2022-2023 Priorities: Severity of Conditions and Results of Assessments”, July 2022.

The final conference from a series of four will 
provide a platform to discuss the advancement 
of social cohesion, coexistence, combat violent 
extremism and hate, and to encourage the return 
and reintegration of families throughout the 
governorate. With partnerships with swisspeace 
and Folke Bernadotte Academy concluding this 
year, discussions on sustainability and how to 
continue to provide support to peace practitioners 
and members of Local Peace Committees and 
Community Dialogue Communities are ongoing.

Figure 3. Completed Projects by Governorate and by Sector, Q2 2022 (cumulative)
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Figure 4. Accrued Benefits by Governorate, Q2 2022

Figure 5. Accrued Benefits by Governorate, Q2 2022 (cumulative)
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Figure 6. Q2 2022 Cumulative Progress against 2022 Selected Targets
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FFS rehabilitated the Al Hadhba Water Complex in Barawana in 
Haditha, Anbar. The water treatment plant has the capacity to serve a 
catchment population of over 6,500 Iraqis in Haditha with potable and 
clean water. 
 
Photo: UNDP Iraq
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4. RESULTS BY GOVERNORATE
This section provides details on progress across 
the five governorates of Anbar, Diyala, Kirkuk, 
Ninewa and Salah al-Din across all four windows 
and some of the most salient achievements. 

Except for overall figures included in the below 
tables, results on window 4 on social cohesion are 
presented separately as projects and initiatives 
usually cut across several governorates.

Figure 7. Completed Projects by Governorate, Q2 2022

Figure 8. Completed Projects by Governorate, Q2 2022 (cumulative)
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By the end of the reporting period, the FFS completed nine projects in Anbar for a total value of US$ 
3.9 million and resulting in 85,000 benefits, out of which 42,500 benefits accrued to women and girls. 
The estimated population that benefited from completed FFS projects in Anbar since 2015 exceeds 1.29 
million. By the same time period, 58 projects were under implementation, 51 under procurement and 
68923 in the pipeline.

23 16 projects (out of the 689 projects in the pipeline) were proposed to donors for funding.
* This project refers to the supply of material. Therefore, no benefits are accounted.

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education   
Electricity 5 2,451,397 62,000 31,000 
Health 2 638,799  3,000  1,500

Housing     
Livelihoods     
Municipality 1* 557,300   

Roads and Bridges     
Sewerage     
Social Cohesion     
Water  1  210,271 20,000  10,000
Total  9 3,857,767 85,000 42,500

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 303 68,547,219  158,074 72,265 
Electricity 86 48,205,730 933,926 486,755
Health 150 36,691,067 1,188,750 594,475
Housing  47 29,814,518 133,728  70,375
Livelihoods 87 27,512,832 17,858 6,787
Municipality 54 19,859,746 65,950 30,122

Roads and Bridges 26 32,203,278 344,000 172,000

Sewerage 25 6,894,053 169,577 84,754

Social Cohesion 8 138,480 2,270 902
Water 91 30,660,330 1,275,347 635,915
Total  877 300,527,252 4,289,480 2,154,350

4.1. ANBAR

5851689 9
Table 1. Summary of Results in Anbar, Q2 2022

Table 2. Summary of Results in Anbar, Q2 2022 (cumulative)
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WINDOW 1. PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE REHABILITATION 

Education • N/A

Electricity

• The rehabilitation of electrical networks in Al-Mesalma and Al-Neamiya in Fallujah 
benefitting around 3,000 individuals has been completed. 

• The full rehabilitation of the electrical feeder from Zankora sub-station to Al-Wafaa sub-
district in Ramadi serving around 50,000 individuals has been completed.

Health

• The Al-Tarboliya Sub PHCC in Al-Khairat sub-district in Karma has been rehabilitated, 
benefitting 3,650 individuals. 

• The External Consultancy Clinic in Ramadi Teaching Hospital for Women and Children 
has been completed, serving around 550,000 individuals.

Housing • N/A

Roads and 
Bridges • The Al Sheha Bridge in Fallujah has been completed, serving around 10,000 people. 

Sewerage • N/A

Water • The full rehabilitation of the water center and workshop building in Kubaisa in Heet has 
been completed, benefitting around 20,000 individuals.  

WINDOW 2. LIVELIHOOD ASSISTANCE AND EMPLOYEMENT 

• N/A

WINDOW 3. CAPACITY SUPPORT TO MUNICIPALITIES 

• Heavy equipment (excavator, grader and loader) has been provided to the Anbar 
Governorate authorities.

WINDOW 4. PEACEFUL COMMUNITIES AND SOCIAL COHESION 

• See following section on social cohesion results
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50-year-old widow Salima Awad Zabala returns to her fully 
rehabilitated house in Al-Muqdadiya, Diyala. During the ISIL conflict, 
her house was left severely damaged. FFS rehabilitated her house, 
allowing her to return home with her two daughters and one son. 
Today, she runs a home-based tailoring business. 
 
Photo: UNDP Iraq
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By the end of the reporting period, the FFS completed six projects in Diyala for a total value of US$ 3.8 
million and resulting in 74,691 benefits, out of which 37,322 benefits accrued to women and girls. The 
estimated population that benefited from completed FFS projects in Diyala since 2015 exceeds 143,000. 
By the same time period, 18 projects were under implementation, 31 under procurement and 39424 in 
the pipeline.

24 8 projects (out of the 394 projects in the pipeline) were proposed to donors for funding.
* This project refers to the supply of material. Therefore, no benefits are accounted.

1831394 6

4.2 DIYALA

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 1* 375,000
Electricity 4 2,880,100 73,000 36,500
Health
Housing 1 509,585 1,691 822
Livelihoods
Municipality
Roads and Bridges
Sewerage
Social Cohesion
Water
Total  6 3,764,685 74,691 37,322

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 6 990,255 1,800 900
Electricity 13 4,453,066 143,000 71,500
Health 5 386,280 15,000 7,500
Housing 1 509,585 1,691 822
Livelihoods
Municipality 2 420,920 18,000 9,000
Roads and Bridges 3 4,204,243 35,000 17,500
Sewerage 1 138,889 40,000 20,000
Social Cohesion 2 63,417 103 6
Water 8 1,556,638 141,500 71,750
Total  41                12,723,292 396,094 198,978

Table 3. Summary of Results in Diyala, Q2 2022

Table 4. Summary of Results in Diyala, Q2 2022 (cumulative)
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WINDOW 1. PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE REHABILITATION 

Education • Double seat desks and whiteboards for schools have been supplied, benefitting around 
60,000 students.

Electricity • 400 250 KVA transformers have been supplied in Baquba, benefitting a total of 
133,000 people.

Health • N/A

Housing • 223 housing units in Al Udhaim and Al Khalis, have been rehabilitated, benefitting 1,691 
individuals.

Roads and 
Bridges • N/A

Sewerage • N/A

Water 

• The main Al-Sadiyah Water Complex has been rehabilitated, benefitting around 40,000 
people. 

• Water networks inside the city of Al-Sadiyah have been completed, benefiting around 
10,000 people.  

• The Sayed Jaber booster station in Al Jalawla, which includes new feeder lines has 
been completed, benefitting around 40,000 individuals.

WINDOW 2. LIVELIHOOD ASSISTANCE AND EMPLOYEMENT 

• N/A

WINDOW 3. CAPACITY SUPPORT TO MUNICIPALITIES 

• N/A 

WINDOW 4. PEACEFUL COMMUNITIES AND SOCIAL COHESION 

• See following section on social cohesion results



FFS equipped and rehabilitated the Forest Management Building in 
Hawija, Kirkuk.  Today, the facility serves over 60,000 residents living 
in and around Hawija. 

Photo: UNDP Iraq

A patient, along with her son, leaves the Al-Hulwa Al-Wusta public 
health centre in Hawija, Kirkuk. FFS rehabilitated the health facility. 
Today, it serves approximately 8,763 people with improved access to 
essential health services. The health centre has four doctors and five 
support staff who treat around 20 patients daily. 
 
Photo: UNDP Iraq 
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By the end of the reporting period, the FFS completed eight projects in Kirkuk for a total value of US$ 
631,830 and resulting in 675 benefits. The estimated population that benefited from completed FFS 
projects in Kirkuk since 2015 exceeds 1.39 million. By the same time period, 36 projects were under 
implementation, 21 under procurement and 9825 in the pipeline.

25 51 projects (out of the 98 projects in the pipeline) were proposed to donors for funding.
* This project refers to the supply of material. Therefore, no benefits are accounted.

36
IMPLEMENTATION

21
TENDERING

98
PIPELINE

8
COMPLETED

4.3 KIRKUK

Table 5. Summary of Results in Kirkuk, Q2 2022

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 1 23,958 210
Electricity 1* 189,485
Health
Housing
Livelihoods
Municipality 6 418,387 465
Roads and Bridges
Sewerage
Social Cohesion
Water
Total  8 631,830 675

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 70 2,061,608 6,751 2,245 
Electricity 16 4,576,848 1,397,100 698,550 
Health 51 1,867,606 73,121 42,569 
Housing
Livelihoods 6 2,167,193 1,501 290 

Municipality 28 4,284,839 177,413 83,500
Roads and Bridges
Sewerage
Social Cohesion
Water 10 3,826,538 239,000 123,800
Total  181 18,784,633 1,894,886 950,954

Table 6. Summary of Results in Kirkuk, Q2 2022 (cumulative)
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WINDOW 1. PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE REHABILITATION 

Education

• The water treatment plant for the Hawija Technical Institute is completed, and the 
Scientific Department buildings in the final stages.  The rehabilitation of Technical Institute 
departments has allowed 1,800 students to resume their studies.

• The rehabilitation of five schools is underway in Hawija area, with total number of 1,227 
student beneficiaries, and 54 teachers.

Electricity • A total number of 67 transformers were supplied and installed in Hawija and surrounding 
villages.

Health • N/A

Housing • N/A

Roads and 
Bridges • N/A

Sewerage • N/A

Water • N/A

WINDOW 2. LIVELIHOOD ASSISTANCE AND EMPLOYEMENT 

• N/A

WINDOW 3. CAPACITY SUPPORT TO MUNICIPALITIES 

• N/A

WINDOW 4. PEACEFUL COMMUNITIES AND SOCIAL COHESION 

• See following section on social cohesion results
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FFS rehabilitated Hanan Amed’s house in Telkaif. The 40-year-old widow 
is happy to move back to her ancestral home with her four children. 
During this reporting period, 125 housing units in seven villages in 
Telkaif and 160 in the Telafar Al Eyadiya area have been refurbished. 
 
Photo: UNDP Iraq
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By the end of the reporting period, the FFS completed 88 projects in Ninewa for a total value of US$ 14.6 
million and resulting in 487,057 benefits, out of which 241,375 benefits accrued to women and girls. The 
estimated population that benefited from completed FFS projects in Ninewa since 2015 exceeds 3.69 
million. By the same time period, 132 projects were under implementation, 42 under procurement and 
47126 in the pipeline.

26 66 projects (out of the 471 projects in the pipeline) were proposed to donors for funding.
* Project is ongoing and generating benefits.

13242471 88

4.4 NINEWA

Table 7. Summary of Results in Ninewa, Q2 2022

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 15 1,271,828 3,334 2,343 
Electricity 8 1,282,824 182,700 91,700 
Health 29 2,263,827   
Housing 6 4,611,416 14,393 3,934 
Livelihoods 2 826,067 292 77 
Municipality 27 3,967,575 275,973 139,189 
Roads and Bridges     
Sewerage     
Social Cohesion*   4,365 1,132
Water 1 378,340 6,000 3,000 
Total  88 14,601,876 487,057 241,375 

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 643 65,614,087 755,174 290,436 
Electricity 192 141,772,433 3,698,700 1,844,850 
Health 233 42,657,309 1,634,200 894,500 
Housing 56 38,478,890 113,747 36,719 
Livelihoods 120 52,965,819 35,936 10,385 

Municipality 367 46,921,929 1,936,017 967,951 
Roads and Bridges 47 14,895,899 2,429,600 1,262,150 
Sewerage 85 5,552,622 1,097,048 541,101 
Social Cohesion 2 111,398 4,484 1,136
Water 102 48,094,247 2,543,132 1,271,625 
Total  1,847 457,064,634 14,248,038 7,120,853 

Table 8. Summary of Results in Ninewa, Q2 2022 (cumulative)
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WINDOW 1. PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE REHABILITATION 

Education
• The Study Hall for the Science College at Mosul University (MU) has been rehabilitated; 

and furniture and other special equipment supplied to the MU Kindergarten and the 
Agriculture and Livestock Department and Veterinary Clinic. This supported more than 
6,000 students. 

Electricity

• In Mosul, the water line between the Danedan water treatment plant and the Waladi 
factory and neighborhoods around was rehabilitated, providing clean water to some 
50,000 beneficiaries.

• The Workshop in Hamdaniyah which was restored last year is now equipped to repair 
transformers, which is expected to reduce the demand for new transformers.

Health

• Specialized medical equipment was provided to 18 PHCCs in Mosul which the FFS had 
previously rehabilitated, providing better healthcare to an estimated 1,1 million patients 
per year. 

• Six PHCCs in Qayrawan were refurbished, furnished and equipped, covering the area 
where the returnees have returned, and taking pressure off the Sinjar Hospital.

Housing

• A total of 518 houses in Manqoosha, Mushaheda, Ahmediya, Ghizlani and Wadi Hajar 
neighborhoods have been rehabilitated. This has supported 4,606 beneficiaries, of 
whom 119 female-headed households and 169 people with disabilities. 

• 125 housing units in seven villages in Telkaif and 160 in Telafar Al Eyadiya area have been 
refurbished. This has encouraged the farming population to return and start farming 
again.

Roads and 
Bridges • N/A

Sewerage • N/A
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Water 
• Work has concentrated on the distribution of water. Main delivery pipes and above 

ground storage have been the main effort, allowing the refurbished water treatment 
plants to distribute more water while pumping at the same rate. This has mainly been in 
Sinuni but also in Nimrud and replacing the water supply to Hatra.

WINDOW 2. LIVELIHOOD ASSISTANCE AND EMPLOYEMENT 

• In Mosul, one sustainable livelihoods project supporting agricultural MSMEs (Sustainable 
Employment Opportunities for Women and Youth Through Agriculture and Agro-food in 
Ninewa, Iraq) has been completed. 

• Based on an analysis covering West Mosul areas (Hay Al Kanisa, Al Ghabat, and Al 
Harajyah), and outside Mosul areas (Hamam Ali and Hemidat), four value chains on 
tomato, cucumber, dairy and beef were identified. 

• 250 (76 female) farmers were trained for 30 days on best agricultural practices in the 
selected value chain, followed by a 10-day simplified business management training.

• 200 (73 female) received an amount of US$ 2,000 USD, in-kind support to establish 
micro-small agricultural projects.  

• Following business establishments, new business owners received coaching and 
mentorship sessions where expert practical instructions and guidance have been 
delivered.

WINDOW 3. CAPACITY SUPPORT TO MUNICIPALITIES 

• The refurbishment of eight Police Directorates, 22 Police Stations, five National Security 
Buildings and three Courts has seen the return of Police to the areas and the displacement 
of the Army. This has had a large impact to bring back normality. 

• The Olive Oil Factory is now installed and commissioned. This delivery ties in with the 
JSB Solar wells in Bashiqa that feeds an olive farm. As olives are the main crop of the 
area, it is hoped this will handle all the farmers’ demands rather than transporting the 
olives to Erbil for processing. 

• The refurbishment of the Civil Status building in Sinjar, has now allowed returnees to 
obtain their identity cards and PDF cards onsite rather than by travelling to Mosul.

WINDOW 4. PEACEFUL COMMUNITIES AND SOCIAL COHESION 

• See following section on social cohesion results
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19-year-old Faten Aziz Hamid Bashir is a second year student of 
Mechanical Engineering at Shirqat College of Engineering in Salah al-
Din. The college was left severely damaged by ISIL. The facility was 
rehabilitated and equipped by FFS. Today, around 300 engineering 
students have returned to the college. 
 
Photo: UNDP Iraq
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By the end of the reporting period, the FFS completed 10 projects in Salah al-Din for a total value of 
US$ 2.9 million and resulting in 351,952 benefits, out of which 175,886 benefits accrued to women 
and girls. The estimated population that benefited from completed FFS projects in Salah al-Din since 
2015 exceeds 1.59 million. By the same time period, 44 projects were under implementation, 35 under 
procurement and 41127 in the pipeline.

27 31 projects (out of the 411 projects in the pipeline) were proposed to donors for funding.
* These two projects refer to the supply of material. Therefore, no benefits are accounted.

4435411 10

4.5 SALAH AL-DIN

Table 9. Summary of Results in Salah al-Din, Q2 2022

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 1 106,431 302 90 
Electricity 2 848,405 550 275 
Health 2*  188,643   
Housing     
Livelihoods 1 212,235 100 21 
Municipality 2 520,384 35,000 17,500 
Roads and Bridges     
Sewerage     
Social Cohesion*     
Water 2 999,076 316,000 158,000 
Total  10 2,875,173 351,952 175,886 

Sector Completed projects Value (USD) Accrued benefits Accrued benefits 
(women)

Education 121 5,617,082 315,740 139,909 
Electricity 19 6,482,961 1,460,550 730,275 
Health 76 46,149,279 1,347,603 673,327 
Housing 3 2,175,994 6,596 3,312 
Livelihoods 13 4,223,520 2,355 71 

Municipality 38 4,692,105 646,097 322,184 
Roads and Bridges     
Sewerage 4 417,953 82,000 41,000 
Social Cohesion 2 93,526 2,580 1,252
Water 33 14,877,459 723,000 362,450 
Total  309 84,729,878 4,586,521 2,273,780 

Table 10. Summary of Results in Salah al-Din, Q2 2022 (cumulative)
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WINDOW 1. PUBLIC WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE REHABILITATION 

Education

• The College of Engineering in Shirqat, including the Dean’s Building, classrooms, Student 
Cafeteria, Mechanical and Electrical workshops, in addition to the external wall of the 
college have been rehabilitated. The FFS is also supplying equipment and workbenches 
to the college of Engineering. This has allowed more than 300 students to resume their 
engineering studies.

• 57 schools in Shirqat have been rehabilitated and supplied with furniture (with another 
7 schools currently under implementation).  The number of rehabilitated schools widely 
allowed more than 15,000 students in Shirqat  to pursue education.

Electricity

• The rehabilitation of internal electrical networks in Baiji center has been completed, 
benefiting around 300,000 people. 

• The rehabilitation of high-tension transmission lines 11 KVA in Suleiman Bek has been 
completed, benefitting 550 individuals. 

Health
• The installation of power feeders and the supply and installation of a medical waste 

treatment unit for Tikrit Teaching Hospital have been completed. The Tikrit Teaching 
Hospital will serve more than 1 million individuals in the province.

Housing • N/A

Roads and 
Bridges • N/A

Sewerage • N/A

Water 

• The rehabilitation of the compact units in Baiji, Al Zewia and Al Hamraa have been 
completed, benefitting around 25,000 people. 

• The emergency power supply line for Al Zewiyah water treatment plant in Baiji, as well 
as the lift station and intake for Al-Mazraa water treatment plant have been rehabilitated, 
benefitting around 36,000 people. 

• The rehabilitation of the central water treatment plant (3250 m3/h) in Tikrit has been 
completed, benefitting around 300,000 people.

WINDOW 2. LIVELIHOOD ASSISTANCE AND EMPLOYEMENT 

• Rubble removal and cleaning of public spaces in Al-Tameem in Baiji have been completed. 
The project provided short-term job opportunities for 100 jobless individuals including 21 
women.

WINDOW 3. CAPACITY SUPPORT TO MUNICIPALITIES 

• The Directorate to Combat Desertification in Baiji has been rehabilitated. This will support 
local authorities to pursue their efforts to mitigate climate change impacts.  

• The rehabilitation of the Veterinary Health Center in Baiji has been completed. 

WINDOW 4. PEACEFUL COMMUNITIES AND SOCIAL COHESION 

• See following section on social cohesion results
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4.6 WINDOW FOUR: SOCIAL COHESION

Following the capacity building trainings provided 
to 317 Community-Based Organizations (CBO) 
across the five governorates on proposal writing, 
project development and implementation, 
350 CBO-led community initiatives have been 
implemented covering a range of topics from 
gender-based violence to promotion of social 
cohesion. With this project now closed, a total of 
10,395 people (4,531 women) have been engaged 
through various activities. Women’s Groups, Youth 
Groups, and Social Cohesion Champions have also 
been supported to implement their own community 
initiatives.

A total of 58 initiatives have been implemented 
ranging from the screening of a documentary 
on identity to promoting discussion on social 
cohesion. Through the engagement of group 
members, champions, and community members, 
9,644 people (3,897 women) have been engaged. 
UNDP is also supporting local communities in 
30 targeted remote and fragile villages in Ba’aj, 
Hatra and Tal Abta by forming and empowering 
Community Service Committees (CSC) to address 
the main challenges in their communities and select 
priority projects and initiatives to be implemented 
through grants, in consultation with community 
members and local authorities. Thus far, 10 dialogue 
sessions between CSC members and several 
representatives from the national and sub-national 
level including the Social Welfare Department in 
Mosul, have taken place to discuss specific issues 
and solutions. Community initiatives to PVE and 
promote a culture of peace and tolerance have 
begun with the implementation of 30 initiatives, 
reaching 544 community members. 
To enhance community awareness and capacities 
in the area of PVE and practicing co-existence 
among different community groups including 
acceptance of reintegration of  the returned ISIL-
affiliated families IDPs, and to mitigate any future 
tensions, UNDP is currently supporting local 
officials, community leaders, civil society and 
peace actors to prevent violent extremism through 
law enforcement, education, and community 
awareness in areas selected based on complexity, 

fragility and risk of violent extremism (Tel Afar 
in Ninewa, Shirqat in Salah al-Din, Al Rashad 
and Taza in Kirkuk, Muqdadiyah in Diyala and 
Haditha in Anbar). With the project now closed, 
3,974 people (1,536 women) have been engaged 
through trainings, capacity building sessions, and 
community initiatives aimed to raise awareness on 
PVE.

Through complementary programming under the 
social cohesion portfolio, 144 houses in Muhalabiya, 
Ninewa have been rehabilitated for families who 
have returned. The social cohesion program is 
expected to rehabilitate a total of 200 damaged 
homes.

In partnership with swisspeace to provide capacity 
building support to Iraqi peace practitioners and 
academics, including those from the 5 liberated 
governorates, on mediation tools, dialogue, and 
identification of needs, a third workshop was held 
with 20 participants (5 women).

UNDP continues to work closely with the network 
of young media professionals by providing 
capacity building support to report and publish 
pieces related to social cohesion, peace, and the 
combatting of hate speech. During this quarter, a 
total of 315 products have been published on the 
Tanoua website . Six roundtable discussions with 
members from governmental media authorities, 
media foundation directors, and academic 
professors have been held in several governorates 
during which challenges and issues journalists face 
when promoting social cohesion were addressed. 
In total, 12 roundtables will be held across Iraq, 
that will contribute to a comprehensive report on 
the status of the media realm in Iraq. In addition, 
two virtual events led by Dr. Basma Muhamad 
Mustafa, head of the Iraqi Women Leadership 
Association, and Mr. Nibras Muhamad, the Director 
of Combatting Rumors from the Ministry of Interior 
were held to discuss the role of media concerning 
minority rights and the combatting of hate speech 
and the role the ministry plays in combatting 
misinformation.
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Following the first in a series of Town Hall meetings in Habbaniyah, a 
second meeting was held in Qaim, Anbar on 11 May 2022 for over 65 
attendees, to raise awareness among the community and encourage 
reconciliation and acceptance among returning internally displaced 
families and the community of return.

Photo: UNDP Iraq
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To address the lack of trust between community 
members, police, and security forces, UNDP’s social 
cohesion programme has supported in providing 
capacity building trainings with local authorities 
and members of the security sector on social 
cohesion and peacebuilding. Seven trainings have 
been provided engaging 300 people (23 women). 
To support reintegration and reconciliation efforts 
for families currently in Jadaa 1 rehabilitation center, 

UNDP, with support from WHO, held a two-day 
workshop with members from the national Mental 
Health and Psychosocial Support Team, the Office 
of the National Security Advisory, and the Ministry 
of Health. The workshop provided a space for 
open discussion on how to successfully intervene 
and support the families, challenges in supporting 
such an intervention, and recommendations for 
next steps.

Participants during a roundtable discussion in Baghdad on 
the role of media in advocating for social cohesion, peace and 
coexistence, and combatting hate speech. The roundtable 
included representation from the National Security Council, 
the Ministry of Interior and Baghdad Operations, the Ministry of 
Communications, the Iraqi Media Network, Baghdad University, 
the Armed Forces, and various media outlets and journalists. 
 
Photo: UNDP Iraq
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5. ANNEX 1. RESULTS FRAMEWORK

Intended Outcome, (as stated in the UNSDCF 2020-2024 / CPD 2020-2024 Results and Resource 
Framework):

• UNSDCF Outcome 3.2: People in Iraq, civil society, and communities, particularly women, have 
improved capacity to lead, participate in and contribute to the design and delivery of equitable and 
responsive services, especially for the most vulnerable populations.

Outcome Indicators, as stated in the CPD (2020-24) Results and Resources Framework, including baseline 
and targets:

• CPD Outcome 1.1 28: Number of governorates with direct participation mechanisms for civil society 
engagement in all facets of development plans for the delivery of equitable and responsive services 
that operate regularly and transparently.

 
Baseline:   3  202129 
Target:  10  2024 

Applicable Output(s) from UNDP Strategic Plan (2018-22):

• UNDP Strategic Plan Output 1.1.2: Marginalised groups, particularly the poor, women and people 
with disabilities and displaced are empowered to gain universal access to basic services and financial 
and non- financial assets to build productive capacities and benefit from sustainable livelihoods and 
jobs.

• 
Supplementary Outcome Indicators:

• Increase in percentage of internally displaced persons returning to liberated areas.
• % of returnees who report satisfaction with the improved living conditions (considering the FFS 

activities across all four windows) in the target areas.

28 During 2016-19, the FFS was aligned with the UNDP Iraq Country Programme (2016-19) Outcome 3 with the indicator “Increase in percentage of 
internally displaced persons returning to liberated areas”. However, with the revision of the FFS Project Document, the Results Framework is now 
aligned with the Country Programme Document 2020-24 for Iraq, which came into effect in 2020.

29 UNSDCF 2020-2024.
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OUTPUT 1. FUNDING FACILITY FOR IMMEDIATE STABILIZATION (FFIS)
Government of Iraq in is supported to address immediate challenges for the return of internally displaced per-
sons to the liberated areas

Output Indicators1 Baseline 
(year)

Targets
(2021)

Progress
(Q1 2022)

Targets
(2022)

Targets
(2023)

1.1.
% of needs assessments 
carried out in the target 
areas

0
(2015) 100% 100% 100% 100%

1.2.

# of infrastructure 
projects for basic 
services (education, 
electricity, health, 
housing, municipal 
services, roads and 
bridges, sewage, water) 
restored2 in the target 
areas3 (cumulative)

0
(2015) 2,773

2,892
Education: 1,069

Electricity: 326
Health: 497

Housing: 107
Municipal 

services: 489
Roads and 

bridges: 49
Sewage: 113

Water: 242

3,000 3,300

1.3.
# of houses rehabilitated 
in the target areas 
(cumulative)

0
(2015) 27,500 36,672 31,000 32,000

1.4.

# of immediate livelihood 
opportunities created 
for individuals, including 
women and youth4, in the 
target areas (cumulative)

0
(2015)

40,000 
[6,000 w; 
15,000 y]

46,093 
[7,931 w; 17,845 y] 49,000 [7,250 

w; 20,000 y]
53,000

[7,500 w; 
22,000 y]

1.5.

# of business grants 
provided in the 
target areas (gender 
disaggregated) 
(cumulative)

0
(2015)

5,200
[2,800 w]

3,481 
[2,628 w]

4,000 
[2,850 w]

4,500
[3,000 w]

1.6.
# of small grants 
provided to women- 
headed households 
(cumulative)

0
(2015) 6,500 6,618 6,350 6,500

1.7.

# of training opportunities 
and/or job placement 
created for individuals, 
including women and 
youth, in the target areas 
(cumulative)5 

Limited
(2020)6 0 0 1,000

[300 w]
1,500

[450 w]

1 Given the scale and complexity of the Project, and the evolving country context, revisions to the indicators and targets will be made and 
documented along with justifications for the changes.

2 “Restored” includes renovation/rehabilitation and/or provision of equipment and furniture officially accepted by GoI counterparts.
3 The number of women’s needs-based infrastructure projects restored will be factored when reporting.
4 Aged under 30.
5 New output indicator included in the revised FFS Project Document, endorsed by the Steering Committee on 9 November 2020.
6 Similar livelihood interventions have taken place in some liberated areas under other UNDP programmes (e.g., ICRRP) or partners organizations, but 

it is difficult to determine a baseline for this indicator. The FFS coordinates with the Emergency Livelihood Cluster and UN Country Team to ensure 
that there is no redundancy in target areas/beneficiaries when implementing relevant projects.
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1.8.

# and type of technical 
advisory support 
capacities in place to 
support authorities 
to plan and execute 
stabilization activities in 
the target areas

Limited
(2015)

3 Stabilization 
Specialists 

(SS)7
3 Area 

Coordinators 
(AC)

10 Municipal 
Stabilization 

Advisors 
(MSA)

3 SS
6 AC

11 MSA

3 SS
3 AC

10 MSA

3 SS
3 AC

10 MSA

1.9.

# of capacity building 
opportunities created 
for government officials 
and employees (gender 
disaggregated)

Limited
(2020) 0 2,899

[630 w]
1,500 

[400 w]
3,000 

[900 w]

1.10.
# of participants in 
social cohesion activities 
(gender disaggregated) 
(cumulative)

0
(2015)

104,894 
[42,488 w]

61,393 
[26,220 w]

72,591
[32,024 w]

110,000 
[44,000 w]

OUTPUT 2. FUNDING FACILITY FOR EXPANDED STABILIZATION (FFES)
High-impact, medium-size infrastructure projects are rehabilitated to sustain stabilization gains in the liberated 
areas

Output Indicators Baseline 
(year)

Targets
(2021)

Progress
(Q1 2022)

Targets
(2022)

Targets
(2023)

2.1.
# of medium-size 
infrastructure projects 
implemented in the target 
areas (cumulative)

0
(2015) 124 123 124 125

OUTPUT 3. FFS EXIT STRATEGY
Exit Strategy is developed in consultation with the Government of Iraq for the liberated areas

Output Indicators Baseline 
(year)

Targets
(2021)

Progress
(Q1 2022)

Targets
(2022)

Targets
(2023)

3.1.

Transition Strategy8 for 
post-FFS stabilization 
and development work 
in the liberated areas is 
drafted, approved, and 
implemented

0
(2015)

Transition 
Strategy 
drafting 
started

Transition 
Strategy drafting 

started

Transition 
Strategy is 
approved

Transition 
Strategy is 

implemented

7 Corresponds to the position/role of Stabilization Advisor, referred to in the 2018 result target.
8 Formally renamed Transition Strategy during Q2 2022 as a result of consultations with donors and the Government.
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PARTNER  CONTRIBUTION  (US$)  RECEIVED (US$)
(on 31 March 2022)

REPURPOSED (US$) FOR 
COVID-19 RESPONSE

1 Australia 20,271,031.64 20,271,031.64  - 

2 Austria 6,697,025.93 6,697,025.93  - 

3 Belgium 14,833,267.29 14,833,267.29  1,000,000.00

4 Bulgaria 227,272.73 227,272.73  - 

5 Canada 39,844,770.52 39,844,770.52  1,824,818.52

6 Czech Republic 1,756,064.83 1,756,064.83  - 

7 Denmark 53,940,422.82 53,940,422.82  - 

8 Estonia 29,411.76 29,411.76  - 

9 European Union 74,080,468.01 74,080,468.01  - 

10 Finland 11,630,373.84 11,630,373.84  - 

11 France 6,234,739.72 6,234,739.72  - 

12 Germany1 371,824,944.16 371,824,944.16  - 

13 Greece 59,420.00 59,420.00

14 Iraq 34,250,000.00 16,853,797.00  - 

15 Italy2 20,114,169.60 18,047,363.75  - 

16 Japan 36,575,732.81 36,575,732.81  - 

17 Kuwait 2,000,000.00 2,000,000.00  - 

18 Malta 34,285.71 34,285.71  - 

19 Netherlands 107,458,478.01 107,458,478.01 2,000,000.00

20 New Zealand3 3,500,000.00 3,500,000.00  - 

21 Norway 72,001,166.00 64,593,758.59  - 

22 Poland 2,769,901.51 2,769,901.51  - 

23 Republic of Korea4 26,900,495.00 26,900,495.00  - 

24 Romania 56,306.31 56,306.31

25 Slovakia 113,125.79 113,125.79  - 

26 Sweden 60,398,756.72 56,642,447.29 2,000,000.00

27 Turkey 750,000.00 750,000.00  - 

28 United Arab Emirates 60,000,000.00 59,000,000.00  - 

29 United Kingdom5 41,807,993.65 41,807,993.65  - 

30 United States of America 405,200,000.00 405,200,000.00 10,026,101.00

GRAND TOTAL 1,475,359,624.36 1,443,732,898.67 16,850,919.52

1 Includes contributions from KfW Development Bank, on behalf of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and the 
Federal Foreign Office (Auswärtiges Amt).

2  Includes contributions from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Italian Agency for Development Cooperation.
3 Includes contributions from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade under the New Zealand Aid Programme.
4 Includes contributions from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA).
5 Includes contributions from the Department for International Development (DFID) and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, which merged in 

September 2020 to create the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO).

6. ANNEX 2. FINANCIAL UPDATE
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Dr. Ekram Abdullah Bashir, 54 years old, Factory Manager of 
the Medical Fluids Factory stands outside the factor in Mosul. 
The rehabilitation of the Medical Fluids Factory is being 
implemented by FFS.

Photo: UNDP Iraq



Type Risk factor Likelihood Impact Risk response Residual risk Background to assessment Risk owner
Contextual Movement 

restrictions 
and other 
safety 
measures 
imposed 
due to the 
COVID-19 
pandemic 
may 
impact FFS 

3 3 "Avail of exemption allowances on movement/access for 
project and monitoring teams as well as for contractors 
to ensure continuity of project implementation, when 
possible. 
 
Leverage field-based teams to continue to facilitate 
implementation specific to their geographic regions of 
responsibility should movements become restricted, 
reducing reliance on project teams to travel (including 
across governorates) to ensure continuity of activities.  
 
Apply remote monitoring tools and instruments when 
possible to supplement project oversight."

Outbreak of another 
wave of COVID-19 
pandemic resulting in 
return of restrictions 
of movement of goods 
and people, which 
may result in delays in 
project implementation.

In Q1 2020, Iraq entered a 
lockdown in response to 
the spread of COVID-19, 
resulting in a temporary halt 
to project implementation. 
With the addition of multiple 
measures to mitigate the risk 
of COVID-19 infection/spread, 
field activities resumed. 
However, stricter measures 
restricting movement were 
reimposed during the second 
wave of the pandemic in May 
2021.

Programme 
Manager

Contextual COVID-19 
infections 
within FFS 
staff and/or 
contractor 
teams 
may result 
in work 
stoppages.

2 2 "Apply stringent COVID-19 mitigation measures for FFS 
project sites, including requirement of vaccination (for 
UNDP staff) and adherence to the use of PPE, social 
distancing practices and protocols relating to the number 
of individuals on site where relevant.  
 
Conduct strict monitoring and reporting of COVID-19 
mitigation measures to ensure health and safety standards 
are adhered to within contracted teams. "

Unforeseen risk of 
newer variants of 
COVID-19 infecting FFS 
staff and/or contractor 
teams resulting in 
disruption of work.

During 2020 and 2021, several 
FFS staff contracted COVID-19 
and were away from work 
during infection and recovery. 
There were instances of 
members of contractor teams 
getting infected too.

Programme 
Manager

7. ANNEX 3. RISK FRAMEWORK
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Type Risk factor Likelihood Impact Risk response Residual risk Background to assessment Risk owner
Contextual Worsening 

security 
situation, 
including re-
emergence 
of ISIL group 
activity, 
increase in 
sectarian, 
ethnic and/
or tribal 
tensions 
at the 
community 
level, mass 
protests, 
grievances 
and political 
instability, 
generate 
new 
stabilization 
challenges, 
undermining 
security 
guarantees 
in the target 
areas.

2 4 "Conduct close monitoring of the security situation  and 
liaise with NOC via DSRSG/RC/HC and other existing 
UN mechanisms where such deterioriation threatens 
stabilization gains and/or continuity of activities.  
 
Put in place robust field teams to ensure continuity of 
localized activities to the best degree possible when 
wider movement of FFS teams may be restricted due to 
insecurity. Ongoing monitoring of the situation on a daily 
basis by the Municipality Stabilization Advisors and Area 
Coordinators.  
 
Ensure that FFS interventions are designed and 
implemented in a conflict-sensitive manner (do-no-
harm approach), so that they do not contribute to further 
community-level tensions/mistrust. Ensure that areas 
with social cohesion and reconcialiation needs are also 
supported with relevant activities (under window 4 and 
other).  
 
Engage transparently with government at all levels to 
ensure FFS activities are conducted in a manner that 
promote fair distribution of support on the basis of need, 
mitigating the risk of preceived preferential support to one 
group over any other. 
 
Ensure strong relationships are maintained across all 
political levels, in addition to PCC partners and municipal 
officials. Frequently liaise with counterparts from 
municipal, governorate and national government to ensure 
consistent messaging of GOI support and collaboration in 
order to successfully deliver activities. Fully adhere to GOI-
led vetting procedures.  
 
Ensure comprehensive communication to all FFS staff 
and project partners that FFS relies on GOI-led vetting 
procedures and criminal investigations to hold those 
accountable from ISIL crimes to justice. Communities in 
liberated areas that need basic services and livelihood 
support are supported irrespective of religion, ethnicity, 
tribal or perceptions of affiliations. "

"Possibility of recapture 
of liberated areas 
by ISIL leading to 
displacement and 
further destructions of 
infrastructure/or risk 
of looting of (FFS-
supported) assets 
during stabilization 
phase or thereafter, 
and other violent 
outbreaks in the target 
areas, may result 
in readjustment of 
priorities and timelines, 
delay in project 
implementation and 
negative impacts on 
the overall success of 
the project.  
 
Security challenges 
result in difficulties 
in accessing and 
implementing activities 
in the target areas. 
 
Deteriorating 
security situation 
and limited safety 
guarantees result in 
the readjustment of 
timelines and priorities, 
and delays in project 
implementation. 
 
Grievances between 
local communities 
and perceived ISIL-
affiliated families in the 
selected FFS project 
areas remain, creating 
tensions between 
groups and interfering 
with the return of 
IDPs. The prevalence 
of such tensions 
my hinder project 
implementation. "

"Iraq’s security environment 
continues to be volatile. 
Attacks from non-state armed 
groups using Improvised 
Explosive Devices (IED) and 
rocket attacks targeting 
international presence, Iraqi 
Security Forces, as well 
as critical infrastructure, 
including the Baghdad and 
Erbil international airports, 
occurred over the course 
of 2021. A few weeks after 
the elections, Prime Minister 
Mustafa Al-Kadhimi narrowly 
escaped a drone attack on his 
official residence in the Green 
Zone in Baghdad. In fact, more 
than 600 ISIL-related incidents 
were recorded in Iraq in 2021, 
including a suicide bombing in 
Baghdad in July 2021.  
 
Sinjar Peace Agreement 
conditions losing momentum/
stalling with the PKK 
remaining in-situ, making the 
implementation of projects 
more challenging in this 
geographic area. 
 
The 2021 parliamentary 
electoral process culminating 
in low voter turnout, followed 
by demonstrations in some 
areas of the country, including 
Baghdad, shows that the gap 
in trust between citizens and 
state institutions remains 
persistent, and that the social 
contract continues to be 
fractured. "

Programme 
Manager
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Type Risk factor Likelihood Impact Risk response Residual risk Background to assessment Risk owner
Contextual Looting of 

FFS-support-
ed assets 
during 
stabilization 
phase or 
thereafter.

2 3 "Conduct close monitoring on the ground and delay deliv-
ery of equipment in case of an identified risk of looting. 
 
Minimize any warehousing or storage of items on site to re-
duce theft. Multiple shipments/deliveries within the country 
may be required (phased delivery) (for example, electrcial 
cabling and transformers) after items from proceeding 
shipment are installed.  
 
Deploy liaison officer on the ground to support regular 
communications between FFS and local authorities where 
such concerns can be raised. Raise any security incidents 
immediately with PMO and Governor.  
 
Conduct consultations and coordinate with relevant stake-
holders via established mechanisms including Steering 
Committe to ensure accountability.  "

Possibility of looting of 
FFS-supported assets 
during stabilization 
phase or thereafter re-
mains, affecting project 
implementation and 
overall delivery of the 
programme.

These risk response mitigation 
measures were required in 
2017 and 2018 to prevent loss 
of material items.  For exam-
ple, in these early days of the 
FFS, UNDP provided genera-
tors which were later removed 
from a project site in Mosul, 
requiring the intervention of 
the Ninewa Governor to have 
them restored.  Furthermore, 
bulk items supplied under PP1 
and PP2 (Pre-positioning 1 and 
Pre-positioning 2), such as 
400V transformers for neigh-
bouurhood power, or electrical 
cables/lattice poles were ship-
pped in multiple phases - only 
after an installation plan was 
provided (with grid references) 
and monitored by UNDP to 
release the next shipment.  

Programme Man-
ager

Contextual Human 
rights 
violations 
and other 
grievances 
may result in 
secondary 
displace-
ment and/
or return 
to violent 
extremism, 
undermining 
FFS gains. 

2 4 "Conduct close monitoring about concerns relating to the 
protection of the people of Iraq and community reconcilia-
tion in the target areas and communicate the same to the 
GOI and the international community, including through the 
Steering Committee, as well as relevant UN mechanisms 
including DCO-led UNCT and OCHA-led HCT. 
 
Work with partners in facts finding/assessment, program-
ming, knowledge sharing, and coordination to improve 
these issues outside the FFS but within the Country Office 
mandate and portfolio. "

Human rights violations 
persist despite efforts, 
requiring case specific 
actions.

Human rights violations, un-
resolved property issues and 
other grievances beyond the 
scope of the FFS make return-
ees vulnerable to secondary 
displacement and increase 
tensions in the target areas. 

Programme Man-
ager
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Type Risk factor Likelihood Impact Risk response Residual risk Background to assessment Risk owner
Contextual Involuntary 

or coerced 
returns 
leading to 
increased 
stresses 
on deplet-
ed basic 
services and 
heightened 
tensions in 
areas of ori-
gin, impact-
ing project 
implementa-
tion.

2 3 "Maintain an understanding of IDP/returnee dynamics and 
trends within areas receiving FFS support. 
 
Routinely investigate and analyze stabilization needs in 
""host"" locations within the liberated governorates to en-
sure additional diplacement related stresses are accounted 
for in needs assessments and prioritization processes.  
 
Regularly liaise with Humanitarian Country Team (HCT) and 
interfacing with OCHA coordination architecture to ensure 
late-stage returnees are anticipated as much as possible 
within FFS programming, and new vulnerabilities are ac-
counted for in FFS lines of work. 
 
Working with wider UN Agencies, NGOs and the GOI as 
part of the Durable Solutions effort to support remaining 
IDP caseloads and facilitate prepardness of areas of origin 
ahead of anticipated camp closures. "

IDP returns become 
negatively affected by 
other unforeseen fac-
tors, exacerbating the 
situation of involuntary 
or coerced returns 
on account of camp 
closures. Also, a lack 
of IDP returns to areas 
where FFS is operating, 
due to the reasons 
beyond FFS, may have 
an impact on overall 
outcome achievement.

The GOI decided to consol-
idate or close camps and 
facilitate the return of remain-
ing IDPs in a relatively short 
timeframe (within 2021), affect-
ing about 34,000 people. Of 
the total number of recorded 
arrivals of 4,735 households 
(23,158 individuals), 28 percent 
had not returned to their loca-
tion of origin and are consid-
ered secondarily displaced, 
while 72 percent had returned 
to their areas of origin, al-
though not necessarily to their 
former homes.

Programme Man-
ager

Institutional Government 
disputes 
in specif-
ic target 
locations, 
affecting 
the ability 
of the FFS 
to address 
stabilization 
needs. 

4 4 Maintain ongoing dialogue and political pressure at highest 
UN levels between GOI and KRG to resolve disputed area 
issues, to allow the FFS to address stabilization needs. 

Government disputes 
in specific target areas 
persist affecting the 
ability of the FFS to 
address stabilization 
needs. 

GOI and KRG continue to fail 
to agree on disputed areas 
such as villages in Hamdaniya. 

Programme Man-
ager

Institutional Proposed 
priority pro-
jects chan-
nelled by 
the GOI to 
the FFS for 
support not 
correspond-
ing with the 
priorities of 
returnees/
local popula-
tions. 

2 3 "Conduct targeted consultations with respective Provincial 
and Municipal stakeholders and provide regular guidance 
to identify and agree on the most critical needs to support 
stabilization objectives.  
 
Provide regular guidance and support to local and provin-
cial government, technical directorate and end user coun-
terparts on FFS processes to validate, verify and prioritize 
support fo requests in line with the most critical needs of 
returning populations.  
 
Routinely assess the drivers and obstacles to sustainable 
returns to inform project design prioritization processes. "

Consultations and 
coordination for prior-
itization may result in 
delays in project imple-
mentation. 

Inadequate planning and 
consultation for assessment of 
stabilization needs may result 
in incorrect selection and 
inappropriate prioritization of 
projects under FFS not directly 
meeting the needs of target 
groups. 

Programme Man-
ager
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